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1 Introduction 

Abstract. Laser communication systems developed for mobile plat
forms, such as satellites, aircraft, and terrain vehicles, require fast wide
range beam-steering devices to establish and maintain a communication 
link. Conventionally, the low-bandwidth , high-steering-range part of the 
beam-positioning task is performed by gimbals that inherently constitutes 
the system bottleneck in terms of reliability, accuracy and dynamic per
formance. Omni-Wrist™ , a novel robotic sensor mount capable of carry
ing a payload of 5 lb and providing a full 180-deg hemisphere of azimuth/ 
declination motion is known to be free of most of the deficiencies of 
gimbals. Provided with appropriate controls, it has the potential to be
come a new generation of gimbals systems. The approach we demon
strate describes an adaptive controller enabling Omni-Wrist™ to be uti
lized as a part of a laser beam positioning system. It is based on a 
Lyapunov function that ensures global asymptotic stability of the entire 
system while achieving high tracking accuracy. The proposed scheme is 
highly robust, does not require knowledge of complex system dynamics, 
and facilitates independent control of each channel by full decoupling of 
the Omni-Wrist™ dynamics. We summarize the basic algorithm and 
demonstrate the results obtained in the simulation environment. © 200s 
Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers. [DOI : 10.1117/1.1917409] 
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Laser communications, including intersatellite cross-links 
and aircraft-to-aircraft and air-to-surface communication, is 
a technology that has the potential to provide the material 
base for the information revolution. Lasers provide the 
most logical connectivity channels and have unsurpassed 
advantages over the traditional rf technology in terms of 
speed and secure operation. Indeed, lasers enable a concen
tration of energy within a very small spatial angle and , as a 
result, lead to very low power consumption, low weight, 
and small size. However, these advantages do not come 
without a price: due to the ·1ow divergence, the laser beam 
must be very accurately positioned on the target or the re
ceiver station. In many aerospace applications, when the 
optical platform is placed on board an aircraft, the ability to 
track the target is affected by the resident vibration of the 
airframe and the complex maneuvers performed by the air 
vehicle, often at supersonic speed. A laser-positioning task 
must comply with the bandwidth, accuracy, and range-of
operation requirements prompted by a particular applica
tion. 

channels. Driven by rotary de brush motors, they exhibit 
fairly wide steering range, but are flawed by singularity 
inherent from their mechanical structure. 1

•
2 ln addition, 

their design is responsible for the narrow bandwidth, lim
ited accuracy, complex, nonlinear friction phenomena that 
interferes with operation, especially at low-range steeri.ng. 
Moving electrical wires and complex coupling of the mo
tors to the moving parts adversely affect the reliability and 
energy efficiency and contribute to friction and nonlinear 
behavior. Omni-Wrist Ill, a novel robotic manipulator, was 
developed by Ross-Hime Designs3 to address these issues. 
It is a two-degree-of-freedom system capable of a full 180-
deg hemisphere (plus 5 deg below horizon) of singularity
free yaw/pitch motion with up to 5 lb of payload. In com
parison to traditional gimbals positioning devices, Omni
Wrist III enjoys increased bandwidth due to a greater 
power/mass ratio and reduced inertia and friction. How
ever, its mechanical design does not eliminate nonlineari
ties and cross-coupling, thus complicating the controls task. 

This paper demonstrates a solution to decoupling and 
improved dynamic performance of Omni-Wrist III. The ap
proach, which was originally suggested by Seraji4 and Slo
tine and Li5•6 for robotic manipulators and developed fur
ther for laser beam tracking systems,7 is based on the 
method of Lyapunov functions. The proposed control 
scheme does not require knowledge of complex system dy
namics, and facilitates accurate beam positioning while 

Very often, the full functionality of the entire system 
cannot be achieved without gimbals. Commonly used sys
tems, such as Schaeffer gimbals, are two-degree-of
freedom mechanical steering devices, designed to achieve 
maximum decoupling between azimuth and declination 
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Fig. 1 Omni-Wrist Ill sensor mount. 

providing independent (decentralized) control of the azi
muth and declination channels. Note that the Lyapunov ap
proach could be beneficial for a vari ety of mechanica l de
vices with complex dynamics, inc luding other g imbals, 
galvanometer mirrors. piezoe lectri c mirrors, etc. 

2 Omni-Wrist Ill Model 

The Omni -WristTM device was developed with the aim to 
addre s the inherent problems of commonl y used gimbal 
system . lt features an innovati ve so lution that emulates the 
kinematic of a human wrist, the ingenious manipul ator 
design ho ned to perfection by million-year evolution.8 In 
contrast to traditional robotic manipulators, the actuators 
dri vi ng the Omni-Wrist are not located in the joints but 
rather are attached to the links, just like musc le are at
tached to bone in biological structure . . The moving sensor 
mount i connected to the stationary platform through 12 
links and 16 joint (Fig. I ) constituting a singularity-free 
two-degree-of-freedom pointing system. incrementa l opti
cal encoders embedded within the linear brushles actuators 
provide the position feedback. Linear di placement of each 
of the two actuators re ults in angular di splacement of both 
the az imuth and the declination coordinate of the Omni
Wrist platform. The re lat ionship between the positions of 
the linear actuators and azimuth and decl inat ion platform 
coordinates is complex, nonlinear and clearly exhibits 
cross-coupling. 

The development of an accurate mathematica l mode18 is 
a cruc ia l starting point for the design of an efficient control 
system . Figure 2 represents the proposed configuration of 
the mathemati cal model of Omni-Wri st that comprises two 
modules. The first, DY AM ICS, represents the dynamics 
of two independently operating linear actuators coupled to 
the sensor mount throug h a series of links and joints. It 
includes two transfer functions , C 1(s) and C 2(s), desc rib
ing the typical linear re lationships between the control ef
forts, vo ltages U I and U2 , and the resultant linear di splace-

DYNAMI CS KINE.MA TIC S 

Fig. 2 Configuration of the Omni-Wrist model. 

ments x and y. Our laboratory experiments demonstrate that 
the actuators exhibit the ve loc ity response of a first-order 
system .8 While the magnitude of the response differs in the 
positi ve and negati ve direction, it is poss ible to model the 
dynamics of the system using onl y two transfer functions, 
one for each actuator, with voltage input and position out
put as 

b 
C(s)= s(s+a)' ( I ) 

where s is the Lapl ace transform variab le, and a and b are 
denominator and numerator coeffi cients, respective ly. 

The KIN EMATICS module de cribes the nonlinear 
stat ic re lationship between the linear actuator di splace
ments x and y and the angular di splacements of the plat
form 0 1 and 0 2 • Elements <t> ;;(x ,y), i , j = I , 2, reflect the 
complex kinematic of the Omni-Wrist structure. Analysi 
of the sy tern has resulted in a system of trigonometric 
equations; however, these equation are too complex for 
any direct u e, and it seems to be more practica l to repre
sent both the kinematics and inverse kinematics of the de
vice by a sequence of three transformation .8 Development 
of thi s module implies the solution of the direct pose kine
mati cs problem utilizing the Denav it-Hartenberg approac h 
and finding a transformation of the linear encoder readings 
into joint coordinates; then into the yaw, pitch, and roll 
angles; and fina ll y, into the azimuth and decl ination coor
dinates. 

3 Control Synthesis 

When used as a steering device for pointing. acquisition. 
and tracking (PAT), Omni-Wrist 111 could be viewed as a 
two-i nput , two-output system that positions the laser beam 
over a wide ra nge o f azimuth and declination angles. Its 
model, with the structure an shown in Fig. 2, could be 
presented with a single nonlinear transformation that ac
counts for both kinematic and dynamic properties as fo l
lows: 

[ 
0 1 l = [ 0 11(x.y) 
02 0 21(x .y) 

=[g11 (s,x.y) 

g2 1(s,x,y) 
(2) 
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Adaptation 

Law 
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Fig. 3 Decentralized adaptive control system. 

Hence, the output of either dynamic channel can be found 
as 

(3) 

Let d; (disturbance signal) represent cross-coupling effects, 
nonlinearities, and other unmodeled dynamic ,4 such that 
Eq. (3) becomes 

(4) 

where N; and D; are the numerator and denominator poly
nomials of G; , respectively. 

Then, the suggested control signal is formed as follows 

(5) 

For simplicity the subscript i identifying the dynamic chan
nel can be omitted, resulting in the following differential 
equation when Eq. (5) is presented in the time domain : 

T=®"+a0'+d , (6) 

where a new di sturbance term is d= D;d;. 
The proposed control system for each dynamic channel 

has a unity gain feedback and three modules: a conven
tional controller, adaptive feedback, and feedforward con
trollers in the following form 

T=(t0f edt +L 1e)+(k0e+ k 1e') 

+ (qo@,+ q I@; +q2@~) , (7) 

where l ;, k ;, and q ; are controller gains. The system con
figuration for one channel is pre ented in Fig. 3. 

Substituting the first term of Eq. (7) with f, as shown in 
Fig. 3, and combining Eqs. (6) and (7) re ults in 

e" +(a+ k 1)e ' + k oe = d - f - qo®,-(q 1 -a ,)@; 

-(q 2- l )®~. (8) 

This second-order differentiaJ equation has a matrix-vector 
equivalent that could be obtained by introducing X 
= [ e e' Y, as follows: 

· [o 1 ] [ o ][ o ] [ o ] X= X+ + ® + ®' 
- ko - a - k I d - f - q O r a I - q I r 

+[ 0 l®" . l -q2 r 
(9) 

If vector X111 = [ e 111 e ;nY repre ents the desired error signals, 
then its dynamics of convergence toward zero can be de
scribed by the following state equation written in the 
canonical-controllable form . 

. [ 0 Xm= DXm= m 
-ao 

I ,,,] xm. 
- a, 

( 10) 
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Since Eq. ( 10) is a stab le system, the re ex ists a solution to 
the Lyapunov equation4 

where P and Q are pos itive defi nite matri ces. 
Introduction of vecto r E= X111 - X leads to a fo rmal 

mathemati cal definiti on of the process of error convergence 

. [ 0 
E= - ao' 

A control law based on a Lyapunov function obtained from 
Eq . ( 11 ) would e nsure that, g iven any initi al condition, E 
converges asymptoticall y, and; the refore, the actual error 
trajectory X will track the desired error trajectory Xm that 
converges to zero. Consider the fo llowing positi ve-definite 
function as a Lyapunov candidate. 

V= ETPE + Qo(f-d)2 + Q 1(ko - a0')2+ Q2(a+k 1 - a'!')2 

+ Q 3q6+ Q4(q 1-a)2+ Q 5(q2- l ), ( 12) 

where Q ; are pos iti ve scalars. Its derivati ve must be 
negati ve-definite to c laim that Eq. (12) is a Lyapunov func
tio n. To obtain an analyti ca l express ion the assumption that 
the controlled plant is "slowly ti me vary ing" compared to 

the control effort is suggested ;4 therefore, d = 0, and differ
entiating Eq. (12) alo ng the trajectory defined by Eq. (II ) 
results in 

V= - ETQE+2Qo(J-d)j-(j-d) r +2 Q1 (ko-ao')ko 

- (ko-ao') re + 2Q 2(a + k 1 -a';')k-(a + k 1 - a'!') re' 

+2 Q3qo4o - %r0r+ 2 Q4(q1-a)q1 -( q1 - a)r0; 

( I 3) 

where 

r =w0e+w 1e', (14) 

and w 0 and w I are pos iti ve we ighting coefficients. Group
ing te rms of the Eq . ( 13) results in 

V= - ETQE + (f-d)(2Quf - r ) + (ko-ao')(2Q 1ko- re ) 

+(a+ k 1 - a'!')(2Q 2k - re 1 ) + · · · + qo(2 Q3qo - r0 r) 

+ ( q 1 -a )(2Q4 cj 1 - r0 ;) + (q 2 - I )(2Q5q2 - r0~). 

( I 5) 

While there could be multi ple olutions to the control syn
thesis problem that result in Eq. ( 15) being negative
de finite, the most natu ra l way to select the adaptation law is 
as fo llows: 

2Qof- r =0, 

2Q2k1- re ' = 0, 
( 16) 

Hence, the time deri vative of function V becomes 

( 17) 

Solving Eq. (16) for unk nown variables prov ides expres
sions for the conventional contro ller 

and equations for the adjustable gains of adaptive control
lers 

ko= a 1 f re dt + k0(0 ), 

(19) 

where 8;, a;, and Y; are positi ve adaptation gains selected 
by the system des igner. 

The results of the preceding mathematical analysis make 
it evident that thi s approach does not require knowledge of 
the Omni-Wrist dynamics. In addition, there is no explic it 
definiti on of a reference model to specify the desired be
havior of the system. However, signal 0 r applied to the 
input represents the desired dynamics of the ystem re
sponse; hence, thi s signal could be generated by a reference 
model GM selected to sati sfy the design spec ifications. 

4 System Implementation 

Appl ication of the method o f Lyapunov functions results in 
a highl y robust contro ller des ign. However, before proceed
ing with a prototype implementation a couple of important 
issues, pertaining to system stabili ty and performance, 
should be di scussed . Note that the control law defined by 
Eq. (7) generates signal T;, while the phys ical input to the 
dynamic channel is U; . A correspondence between the two 
signals is established by Eq . (5), hence 
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actuator + · actuator 
reference,----.0-,,1----------------~position 

lcoNvl 

AFB 

0 AL 
_ ~M • rl ,-------1---+--------t.i 
~ INVER SE 

r- --------------
OMNI-WRIST: 

inputs KINEMATICS 
FILTER 

DYNAMIC S KINEMATICS 

actuator actuator 
reference ~---PO<ll._ ______________ __,position 

+ -
Fig. 4 Decentralized control system: CONV, conventional controller; AFB, adaptive feedback; AFF, 
adaptive feedforward ; AL, adaptation law. 

(20) 

It appears that by applying T 1 rather than U; the residual 
signal [ N;; 1 (s) - 1] T; is ignored.9 Even if this signal is 
regarded as a part of component d;; it cannot be considered 
"slowly time varying, " since it includes signal T; that has 
high-frequency content. On the other hand, N; is a constant 
coefficient, and it could be demonstrated that even if Eq. 
(6) is scaled by a factor of N; and the proposed controller is 
described by Eq. (7) , we could still obtain the same expres
sions for the conventional controller of Eq. ( 18) and adjust
able gains of Eq. (19). 

Another problem could be encountered because the 
cross-coupling effects from the actuator inputs to the 
azimuth/declination outputs, included in component d, are 
very strong. Indeed, changing only one output coordinate 
requires the motion of both linear actuators, and therefore, 
the application of voltage signals to both motors. The adap
tive algorithm presented in this pa~er is adequately suited 
only for loosely coupled systems; ·6 therefore, additional 
steps must be taken to reduce the coupling effects. A de
coupling filter must be introduced in the input of the sys
tem. This filter is based on the solution of the inverse pose 
kinematics problem8 and transforms desired azimuth/ 
declination angles into corresponding linear actuator coor
dinates. Configuration of the entire decentralized system is 
presented in Fig. 4. 

The linear actuators, represented in Fig. 4 as 
DYNAMICS, take voltage as inputs and provide actuator 
position as outputs, generated by optical incremental en
coders, which is the reason why the controller is built 
around the actuators . The KlNEMATICS block represents 
the kinematical structure of the device coupling the outputs, 
while the INVERSE KINEMATICS FILTER transforms 
the reference azimuth and declination coordinates into ref
erence actuator positions. Each channel is controlled indi
vidually, thus facilitating decentralized operation. 

5 Simulation Results 

The model of the Omni-WristTM gimbal8 was used to test 
the performance of the Lyapunov-based decentralized adap
tive system described by Eqs. (7), (18) , and (19). The de
sign goal is to achieve the settling time T5e1= 50 ms with no 
overshoot, which places the poles of the closed-loop system 
at - 80 ± j , and the reference model is 

6401 
G,,,(s)= ------- . 

s 2 + 180s+ 6401 
(2 1) 

Obtaining an open-loop response of the Omni-WrisfrM ma
nipulator is meaningless, because applying voltage to a lin
ear motor without any feedback signal will drive its shaft to 
the end position. To provide a comparative example, a con
ventional feedback system was designed and tested in the 
simulation environment. For these purposes a constant
coefficient proportional-integral (PI) contro!Jer was imple
mented and tuned to achieve the best possible performance. 
The results are presented in Figs. 5 and 6. 

Figures 7 and 8 present simulation results for the 
Lyapunov-based decentralized adaptive control system. As 
the results in Figs. 5 and 6 demonstrate, conventional con
trol scheme ensures steady state decoupling; however, it 
does not meet the desired performance requirements. The 
adaptive control system facilitates full decoupling and en
hances tracking capabilities to a considerable extent (see 
Figs. 7 and 8) . 

6 Conclusion 

A decentralized adaptive control approach was presented in 
this paper. The designed laser beam tracking system is 
based on a Lyapunov function to ensure global asymptotic 
stability. Application of this technique provides channel de
coupling and significant enhancement of the dynamic per
formance. The approach does not require knowledge of the 
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Fig. 5 Response of the conventional control system to a square wave signal applied to the azimuth 
channel. 
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Fig. 7 Response of the adaptive control system to a square wave signal applied to the azimuth 
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gimbal dynamjcs; neither does it rely on the system identi
fi cation. As demonstrated by the imulation results, the de
centralized system enjoy good robustne s, while achieving 
hjgh trackjng accuracy over an extended range of pointing 
angles. In addition, as the laser beam trackjng system op
erates, the adaptation mecharusm keep updating controller 
parameters, thus, facilitating online tuning of the system to 
alleviate the effects of nonlinearities and unmodeled dy
namjcs parameter dri ft and maintaining a reli able laser link. 
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